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There is general agreement that computations which are exponentially difficult in time 
are practically intractable. Thus, even the class I?, in the hierarchy of Meyer and Ritchie is 
still inclusive in the sense of practical computability. In this paper, we introduce the 
notion of simple loop programs, by which we characterize the class 0, which coincides 
with the class of Kahnar’s elementary functions. We also characterize two hierarchies 
‘PorIp,~rp,r*- and &qP C &‘+i C “+a L a** syntactically. 9, and SZ~ are the classes 
of languages which can be recognized in O(rP) times and a( p(n)) time, respectively, where 
g&z) = n, gk+r(n) = 2+(n), p is a polynomial of n, and n is the length of input. Thus, 
is the class of languages which can be recognized in polynomial time 
the class of elementary problems (i.e., L is in UktO do+ if and only if 
function of L is in 2,). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There have been numerous attempts to classify the primitive recursive functions into 
hierarchies. Grzegorczyk characterized them by the amount of time or space required 
to compute and defined a hierarchy gO C 8r C 8s C ..* of primitive recursive functions. 
In [12], Meyer and Ritchie introduced the notion of loop programs and showed that these 
programs characterize the primitive recursive functions. They classified the primitive 
recursive functions syntactically with the help of loop programs into the hierarchy 
L?s C !S, C L?a C ..* C 3, by the depth of loop nesting, where 5& is the class of functions 
computed by loop programs whose depth of loop nesting is not greater than K and 
53!, = uf,, !& is the class of primitive recursive functions. In particular, the class 53s 
is precisely the class of Kalmar’s elementary functions whose computing times are 
bounded by a K-fold exponential function of its inputs for some K. However, there is 
general agreement that those computations which are exponentially difficult in time are 
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practically intractable. Thus, many people feel that even the class 2s is still inclusive 
in the sense of practical computability. We attempt to obtain a finer subclass, reflecting 
practical computations. For this purpose, we extend the notion of loop programs to 
allow two additional principal statements such as i t i 2 1 and if-then-else, as well 
as the use of arrays. These “except” arrays are not substantial extensions of the loop 
program of Meyer and Ritchie, but just for programming convention. For arrays, there 
is a program with arrays which cannot be simulated by any program without arrays in 
polynomial time. Then, a loop program can be thought to be a program on a step machine 
(abbreviated SM [9]), where SM is a random access machine (RAM [5]) which can use 
only + 1 and -L 1 as arithmetic operations. With respect to time complexity, the difference 
in ability between SM and a multitape Turing machine (TM) is small. That is, any 
language accepted by SM within T time can be accepted by TM within O(T2 log T), 
and conversely, any TM can be simulated by SM within linear time [9]. We obtained 
the main theorem on an upper bound of computing times of programs on SM (and 
RAM): that if such an extended loop program satisfies a certain syntractical restriction 
called “simpleness,” then the computing time of the program is bounded by a polynomial 
(exponential) function of its inputs whose degree can be effectively determined by the 
depth (width) of loop nesting. By this theorem, we characterize two hierarchies ‘@s 2 
IS,C13,_C...andb~~“Z~,~l~~,~zC..., syntactically. ‘!& and B+” are the classes 
of languages which can be recognized in O(nk) time and gk( p(n)) time, respectively, where 
go(n) = % &x+1(4 = -Jn), P is a polynomial of 11, and 12 is the length of input. Thus, 
lJz=‘=, ‘$Jk = &z/0 is the class of languages which can be recognized in polynomial time 
and uTzo &z/8 is the class of elementary problems (i.e., L is in ukm_o &z/8 if and only 
if the characteristic function of L is in 2,). This provides a very important insight; that 
is, we can, syntactically, estimate almost exactly the time required to execute a simple 
loop program before running. 
In Section 2, we prepare some fundamental definitions of loop programs on step 
machines, the simpleness, the time complexity, and the loop complexity. 
In Section 3, we show that the time complexity of a simple loop program P, denoted 
by time p(d), can be bounded in order by the loop complexity power to the max(d(x)), 
where d(x) is a memory map required by control variables X. This theorem gives a measure 
of the hierarchy of ‘$ = lJz=, Cpk = &?cz$O. 
In Section 4, we establish a relationship between the loop complexity and classes of 
languages (each problem is considered to be a language by coding appropriately) which 
are computable in polynomial time. That is, a language L E v if and only if L is accepted 
by a simple loop program, and a language L is in ‘GJ3, if and only ifL is accepted by a simple 
loop program of loop complexity k. 
In Section 5, we characterize the class &cz+~ by the width. That is, if P is a simple loop 
program on RAM and k = width(P), then time,(d) can be bounded by the function 
g(k Pbw,, (d(x)))), where g(k, n) is k-fold exponential function of 12 and p(n) is some 
polynomial function. 
In another paper [l 11, we will provide a superior algorithm with which to obtain more 
accurate upper and lower bounds and an estimate the running times of programs on 
a more general and practical language model. 
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2. LOOP PROGRAMS ON SM 
DEFINITION. Let X, X’, X” be fixed mutually disjoint countable sets of symbols. An 
element of X, x’ or X” is called a control variable, simple variable or array name, respecti- 
vely. A loop program is a statement defined as follows, where i, J’ are simple variables, x is 
a control varable, u is a simple variable or control variable, A is an array name, wr , w, 
are elements of X u X’ U X”, and c is an element of N = (0, I, 2,...}: 
{atomic statement) ::=UcU+l~ici-l~Ucc 
1 A[i]tjI i+-A[jc] 1 i-+-u 
(loop statement) :: = loop x do (statement) end 
(condition) :: = wr = wa 1 w1 # wa 
(statement) :: = (atomic statement) / (loop statement) 
I ;f (condition) then (statement) else 
(statement) end / (statement); (statement) 
Thus, control variables are used to indicate the number of times the statements in the loop 
statement are to be repeated. 
DEFINITION. A program on step machine [9] is a sequence of statements (Ye ; 01~ ;... ; 01~ , 
where each 0~~ is one of the following forms: 
(i) do (atomic statement) then goto 1, 1 < 1 < k, 
(ii) if (condition) then goto 1 else goto I’, 1 < 1, 1’ < k, 
(iii) halt. 
DEFINITION. Let X be the set of control variables, simple variables, and subscripted 
variables, that is, 
;P=XUX’U{A[i]:AEX”,iEN}. 
A function d: X -+ N is called a memory map. We denote the set of memory maps by D. 
Let P be a loop program (or a program on SM), then P realizes the function (partial 
function) i? D -+ D. To simplify the notation, we use the same symbol P instead of H 
to denote the function realized by P. The time complexity of P is the function 
time,: D -+ N such that time,(d) is the number of atomic statements executed by P 
under the initial memory d. The definitions of P and time, are straightforward, so we 
omit the details. 
DEFINITION. For each loop program P, we define the relation >P on X as follows: 
We write x >P y if and only if the program P includes a statement of the form loop x 
doQendandQincludesyty+ 1. 
We say that P is simple if there is no sequence of control variables x1 , x2 ,..., x, , 
k > 1, such that 
x1 >p x2 >,, “’ >p xk 
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and 
Thus, if P is simple, then the transitive closure of >p is a partial order on X. 
DEFINITION. Let P be a loop program. Let s be an occurrence of an atomic statement 
in P. Then the depth of s, denote by 6(s), is the number of loop statements which include s. 
Let sl, s2 ,..., sk be the occurrences of the atomic statement in P such that 6(si) >, 1, 
1 < i < K. Then the loop complexity of P is S(S,) . S(s,) * ..* . S(S,) and is denoted by 
lc(P). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let P be the program defined as follows: 
loop x do 
loop y do x +- z + 1 end; 
loop x do 
Zoopxdoycy+ 1 eadendend 
FIGURE 2.1 
Here x >p y, y >p z. Hence, P is simple, and lc(P) = 2 x 3 = 6. Let d be the memory 
map defined by 
d(x) = 2, and d(w) = 0 for w # x. 
Then, time,(d) = 12, and 
P(d)(w) = 2 if w=x 
= 8 if w==y 
= 4 if w==z 
z=z 0 otherwise. 
Now, we briefly illustrate the notion of simpleness. For easy to understand simple loop 
programs, let us consider the Algol statement in Fig. 2.2. The corresponding loop 
program P is in Fig. 2.3, where x, y, and x are control variables. Then, x >p y. If Q or R 
contains x + x + 1, then x >p x and P is not simple. If Q contains z +- x + 1 and R 
contains y + y + 1, then y >p z, z >p y, and hence P is not simple. 
fory := 1 until x do 
begin 
for j := 1 until y do Q; 
for j :== 1 until z do R; 
end 
FIGURE 2.2 
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y+- 1; 
loop x do 
j+-l;loopydoQ;jtj+lend; 
j+ 1; loopzdo R;jcj+ 1 end; 
Y+-Y+l 
end 
FIGURE 2.3 
The computing time of a loop program P, time,(d), will be measured by the number 
of atomic statements executed in P under the initial memory d. Therefore, we transform 
an arbitrary loop program P to the new program P, called a reduced loop program, 
which is easy to analyze. 
DEFINITION. A loop program P is said to be reduced if and only if P consists of only 
loop statements and statemmts of the form x t x + 1, where x is a control variable. 
For each loop program P, we define the reducedform P of P as follows: Let z be a fixed 
control variable not in P. If P is an atomic statement of other than the form x c x + 1 
withxE:X,then~istobeztz+l.IfPisxtx+lwithxEX,thenP=P. 
If P is if q then PI else P2 end, then P = Pi ; Pa . If P is loop x do PI end, then P = loop x 
do Is, end. 
Note that if P is simple and x is a control variable not appearing in P, then P is also 
simple. 
DEFINITION. For each k E N, we define S,: D --+ D as follows: 
Sdd)(x) = 44 if d(x) > k 
= k otherwise. 
For d and d’ in D, we write d < d’ if d(x) < d’(x) for all x E X. 
3. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Q be a loop program of reduced form; then 
(i) For all d E D, d < Q(d). 
(ii) If d < d’, then Q(d) < Q(d’). 
(iii) If d < d’, then time,(d) < timeo(d’). 
Proof. Obvious. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a loop program and P the reduced form of P. Then 
(i) lc(P) = k(P), 
(ii) there exists k E N such that time,(d) < timep(S,(d)) for all d E D. 
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Procf. (i) Obvious from the construction of P. 
(ii) We shall show (3.1) and (ii) by induction on the structure of P. 
There exists K E N such that P(d) < p(S,(d)) for all d E D. (3.1) 
If P is an atomic statement, then (ii) and (3.1) obviously hold. (If P is of the form 
x t c with c E N, then (3.1) holds by putting k = c.) Let P be a statement of the form 
if q then PI else P, end. Then, from the induction hypothesis, there exist constants k, 
and k, such that 
time&O < timepi(& 
and 
Pi(d) < %%,W), for i E (1, 2) and all d. 
Let k = max{k, , As} and d’ = pI(S,(d)). Then by Lemma 3.1(i), S,(d) < d’. Thus 
time,(d) < max{timep,(d), timePz(d)} 
< time,,(d) + timePz(d) 
< timep&%(d)) + time&%(d)) (by Lemma 3.l(ii)) 
< timeq(&(d)) + timepJd’) 
< timepl,:&&(d)) = timep(&(d)). 
Thus (ii) holds. For all d E D, x E X, 
W)(x) G maxPdd)(xh f’2Wx)l 
< m=@l(&@))(x), ~&W))(x)> (by Lemma Xl(ii)) 
G J%f%WW) (by Lemma 3.1(i)) 
= J?&WW 
Thus (3.1) holds. 
Suppose that P is of the form loop x do PI end, and k E N. Let d, E D, d,(x) = t, 
di = &(d,), and let 
di+, = pd4 for 0 < i < t, 
d;+, = &(d;) for 0 < i < t. 
Then, from the induction hypothesis, we have 
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By induction on i, we show that 
S,(dJ < di’. (3.2) 
For i = 0, (3.2) b o viously holds. Assume that (3.2) holds for i > 0. Then, 
&(4+1) = &(PlW) 
< &(~1,(&(4))) 
= Pl(S,(df)) < &(di’) = di+, 
Thus, (3.2) holds for all i, 0 < i < t. Then, 
t-1 
time,(&) = 1 timePI 
i=O 
t-1 
G C time&Wf)) 
i=O 
t-1 
< C timepI = timep(do). 
i=O 
Thus, (ii) holds. Since 
J’(4) = 4 d S,(4) < 4 = &4,), 
(3.1) also holds. By an analogous argument, (3.1) and (ii) hold if P = PI ; Pz . 
DEFINITION. Let P and Q be loop programs. We write P < Q if P(d) < Q(d) for 
all d E D. Note that if P is reduced, then 
time,(d) = c (P(d)(x) - d(x)). 
XEX 
Thus, the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P and Q be reduced loop programs. If P < Q, then 
time,(d) < timeo(d), for all d E D. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let P, Q, and Q’ be reduced programs. Suppose that Q < Q’, and P 
includes Q as a substatement. Let P’ be a loop program obtained from P by replacing Q 
by Q’. Then, P < P’. 
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Sketch of proof. By induction on the construction of P. For instance, let P = PI ; Q; P, 
and let P’ = PI ; Q’ : Pz . Then, for any d E D, 
P(d) = PdQ(P,(d))) ,< P,(Q(P&W = P'(d). 
Thus, P < P’. 
By an analogous argument, Lemma 3.4 holds in other instances. 
DEFINITION. Let P be a loop program, and let x E X. Then, x is said to be a left 
erariable of P if P includes the statement x +- x + 1. 
Let L,(P) be the set of all left variables of P, and let C,(P) be the set of all control 
variables of P. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let P and Q be reduced loop programs. IfL,(P) n C,(Q) = 4, then 
P; Q < Q; P. 
Proof. Let R be a reduced loop program. Then, (3.3) can be shown by induction on 
the construction of R. 
Suppose that d(x) < d’(x) for all x E C,(R). (3.3) 
Then, for all y E X, 
W)(y) - d(y) G W’)(Y) - d’(y). 
Let d, E D, dl = P(d,), dz = Q(4), d; = Q(d,,) and di = P(d;). Since d,,(x) = d,(x) 
for all x E C,(Q), it follows from (3.3) that for ally E X, 
d,(y) - d,(y) = d;(y) - do(y). (3.4) 
On the other hand, d,(x) < di( x ) f or all x E C,(P). Hence, for ally E X, 
4(r) - do(y) G d,‘(y) - d;(y). (3.5) 
From (3.4) and (3.5), we have 
4(y) d d;(y) for all y E X. 
Thus, d, < di holds, Therefore, P; Q < Q; P. 
DEFINITION. A normal form of loop program is defined as follows: where x denotes 
a control variable. 
(type 1) ::= x c x + 1 1 loop x do (type 1) end 
(normal form) :: = {type 1) 1 (normal form); (normal form) 
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Note. The reduced form loop program is the statement which is constructed by 
applying a finite number of concatenations (;) operations and loop-do operations to 
statements of the type of x t x + 1. On the other hand, the normal form loop program 
is the reduced form loop program such that any loop statement appearing in the sub- 
statement contains no concatenation (;) of x +- x + 1 type statement. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let P be a reduced simple loop program. Then, there exists a simple loop 
program Q in normal form such that 
(i) W’) = lc(Q), 
(ii) P < Q. 
Proof. Assume that P includes a statement of form (3.7), where each Pi is in reduced 
form,1 ,<i<k. 
loop x do PI ; Pz : *‘.; P/, end, k > 1. (3.7) 
We first show that we can assume the following without loss of generality 
G(Pd n JLP,) = 4 for-all j, 1 <j<k. (3.8) 
Since P is simple, there exists i such that 
C,(Pi) f-l L,(Pd = 4 
for all j, 1 <j < k, i # j. From Lemma 3.4 and 3.5, 
PI ; P2 ;...; Pk < Pi ; PI ;...; Pi-1 ; Pi+I ;... ; Pk . 
Thus, the left-hand side can be replaced by the right-hand side. Thus, we may assume 
that (3.7) satisfies (3.8). Next we show that 
loop x do PI ;...; Ph end 
< loop x do PI end; loop x do Pz ;... ; P, end. W) 
Let d E D and d(x) = t. Then, 
(loop x do PI ; Pz ;...; P, end)(d) 
= (PI ; Pz ;...; P#(d) 
< (P2; (Pz ;...; P,)t)(d) (by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5) 
= (loop x do PI end; loop x do Pz ;...; Pk end)(d). 
Thus, (3.9) holds. Therefore, (3.7) can be replaced by the right-hand side of (3.9). 
By iterating this process until a statement of form (3.8) can no longer be found, we 
can get the desired Q. The order of the replacement is independent on the loop structure. 
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THEOREM 3.7. Let P be a simple loop program. Then there exist constants c and c’ 
such that 
time,(d) < c * (rnn? d(X))lcCP) + c’ 
for all d E D. 
Proof. Let P be the reduced form of P. Since P is simple, then P is also simple. By 
Lemma 3.2, It(P) = k(p) and there exists k E: N such that 
time,(d) < timep(&(d)) for all d E D. (3.10) 
From Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.3, there exists a loop program Q in normal form such 
that It(P) = lc(Q) and 
timea < timeo(d) for all d E D. (3.11) 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that for any normal form Q, there exist constants 
o and c’ such that 
timeo(d) < c(y~y d(x))!“(Q) + C’ (3.12) 
because it follows from (3.10), (3.1 l), and (3.12) that 
time,(d) < timea(&(d)) 
< tide&%) 
< c&y d(x) + k)lc’Q’ + c”’ 
< c’(xyg d(x))lc(“) + c”. 
We will show (3.12) by induction on the construction of Q. If Q is type 1, then (3.10) 
obviously holds. Suppose that Q = Qi ; Qs . By the induction hypothesis, there exist 
constants c, , c; and ca , ci such that 
time,,(d) < ci(y~+ d(x))‘c(“d + cl , iE (1,2}. 
Let m = max,, d(x) and d’ = Q1(d). Then, 
y,“x” d’(x) < m + timeoX 
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Thus, 
time&) = timeol(d) + timeoz(d’) 
< c~rnl-) + c; + c,(m + ClrnlC(QJ + @@) ’ 
< csmlc(o’blc(oz) + c; 
for some constants ca and ci . 
4. POLYNOMIAL TIME COMPUTABILITY 
DEFINITION. Let [A] = (0, I,..., k - l} for each k E N. Hence [0] = 4. We regard 
[A] as an alphabet consisting of k symbols. Thus, a language is a subset of [A]* for some 
REN. 
Let x and y be distinguished control variables, and let A be a distinguished array. 
The initial memory d, for an input string s = qua ... a, , Ui E N, is defined by 
4(41) = ai , 1 <i<?l, 
d,(x) = n, 
4(4 = 0, z E ;P - {A[i] : i E N} - (x}. 
Let L C [k]* be a language, let f: N + N be a function, and let P be a program on SM. 
We say that L is htcepted by P inf(n) time if and only if 
(i) time,(d,) < f( / s I) for every s E [k] *, 
(ii) s EL iff P(d,)(y) = 0. 
Remark. If a language L is recognizable inf(n) time by a multitape Turing machine 
(TM for short), then L can be accepted in O(f(n)) time by SM. On the other hand, if L 
is recognizable in 0( f(n)) t ime by SM, then L can be accepted by TM in 0( f”(n) logf(n)) 
time [5, 91. 
DEFINITION. Let ‘& denote the class of languages which can be accepted by SM 
in O(nk) time. Let !j3 = UL,, pk . That is, 13 is the class of languages recognizable in 
polynomial time. 
Now we show that the class of simple loop programs of loop complexity k exactly 
characterize the class ‘pk . The proof is essentially due to Constable and Borodin [4]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suupose that L is accepted by a SM program P in cnk time, c E N. Then, 
L can be accepted by a simple loop program Q of loop complexity k. 
Proof. We define the simple loop program Pi , 0 < i < k, as follows: 
Po=y+y+l. 
Pi,l = loop x do Pi end. 
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Let R be the loop program defined by 
y t 0; x c 0; Pk ; (loop y do z c z + 1 en&$. 
Let d(x) k 71, d’ = R(d). Then 
d’(y) = nk, d’(z) = ctzk. 
We can assume P does not include any control variables. The ith statement of P is 
one of the following forms: 
i : do (Y then goto 1, (4.1) 
i : if q then goto 1 else goto l’, (4.2) 
i : halt, (4.3) 
where 01 is an atomic statement, q is a condition. We construct Q as follows: 
Q = R; w t 0; loop x do R0 end, 
where Ri , i = 0, 1, 2 ,... is defined as follows: 
(i) if the ith statement of P is of the form of (4.1) then 
(ii) if the ith statement of P is of the form of (4.2), then 
R,=ifw=Othen 
ifqthenwclelsewtl’end 
else w t w - 1; Ri+l end 
(iii) if the ith statement of P is of the form of (4.3), then 
Ri = if w = 0 then w +- i else w t w I 1 : R,,, end, 
where, if i is the last statement of P, Ri+l is assumed to be a null statement (i.e., Ri+l = h). 
R, simulates a statement of P. The variable w indicates which statement of P is to be 
simulated. That is, if the value of w is i, the ith statement of P is simulated. Thus, P is 
simulated after R, has been executed c& times. After the execution of R, the value of z 
will be cnk. Thus, Q is equivalent to P and lc(Q) = lc(P,) = k. 
Combining Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.7, we have the following result. This theorem 
gives a syntactical characterization of the class pk . 
THEOREM 4.2. A language L is in !& if and only ifL is accepted 6y a simple loop program 
of loop complexity k. 
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Proof. If L E ‘!& , then it follows from Theorem 4.1 that L is accepted by a simple 
loop program of loop complexity K. Assume that L is accepted by the simple loop program 
P of loop complexity K. Let L C [I]*. Then 
where n is the length of input string s. By Theorem 3.1, 
time,(d,) < c(n + 1)” + c’, 
for some constants c and c’. Thus, L E !& . 
COROLLARY 4.3. L E ‘$? if and only ifL is accepted by a simple loop program. 
5. LOOP PROGRAMS ON RAM 
In the previous sections, we did not permit addition and subtraction as basic operations. 
In this section, we extend the discussion so that they are permitted. 
DEFINITION. A loop program on RAM is a loop program which is augmented by in- 
cluding the following statements as atomic statements. 
itj+KIitjIKixtyInIxcx,+x,+...+x,, 
where i, j, K are simple variables, X, y, x are control variables, xi ,..., x, (n > 1) are 
either control variables or constants. 
A statement such as x + x, + *.. + x, is called a key statement. The number of 
occurrences of key statements in P is called the width of P and is denoted by width(P). 
In this section, unless stated otherwise, by “loop program” we shall mean loop program 
on RAM. 
DEFINITION. Let P be a loop program. Then x >P y holds if and only if one of the 
following holds: 
(i) P includes a statement of the form loop x do Q end, and Q includes a key 
statement of the form y + (Y; 
(ii) x # y, P includes a key statement y +- 01 and a! includes x. 
A loop program P is said to be simple if and only if there does not exist a sequence 
such that 
Xl >p x, >p .‘. >p x, , x, =xl,n > 1. 
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DEFINITION. Let g(K, n) be the function defined as follows: 
g(0, n> = % 
g(h + 1, ?z) = 2g(k*n). 
That is, g(k, n) is a k-fold exponential function of n. For each K, let &zbk denote the class 
of languages which can be accepted by RAM within g(K, p(n))-time for some polynomial 
p(n). (Note that 8~~4” defines the same class of languages on both TM and RAM.) Thus, 
‘f&3 = uk ‘pk = &z~” and & &j” is the class of elementary problems [7]. 
We shall show that the class c?z+.~ is characterized by width. In particular, a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a language L to be elementary is that L can be accepted 
by a simple loop program (on RAM). 
DEFINITION. The reduced form and normal form of a loop program are defined as 
follows: 
(reduced form) :: = (key statement) j i t 0 
1 (reduced form); (reduced form) 
1 loop x do (reduced form) end 
(type l} ::= (key statement) 1 i +- 0 
1 loop x do (type 1) end 
(normal form) :: = (type 1) / (normal form); (normal form) 
where i denotes a variable. 
LEMMA 5.1. For each loop program P, there exists a loop program p in reduced form 
such that 
(i) width(P) = widt(p), 
(ii) t&+(d) < timea for all d E D. 
Proof. For each substatement Q of P, we define the reduced form Q of Q as follows. 
Let i be a variable. If Q is a key statement of the form x t 01, then Q is x t x + a. 
If Q is an atomic statement other than key statements, then Q is i t 0. If Q = Qr ; Qa 
orQ =ifqthenQ,elseQ2,, then Q = Q1 ; Q2 . If Q is loop x do QI end, then Q is loop x 
do Qr end. Then, P satisfies the lemma. 
In essentially the same manner in which we proved Theorem 3.6, we can prove the 
following result. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let P be a reduced simple loop program. Then there exists a simple loop 
program Q In normal form which satisjes the following conditions: 
(i) width(P) = width(Q), 
(ii) time,(d) < timeo(d) for all d E D. 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let P be a simple loop program. Let k = width(P). Then there exists 
a polynomial p(n) such that 
time&) < g(k, p@gx 44). 
VI 
Proof. From Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, we can assume that P is a simple loop 
program in normal form. Let P = PI ; Pz ;...; P, , where each Pi is type 1. Let d E D 
and n = max,, p d(x). We show that, by induction on m, there exists a polynomial p(n) 
such that 
time&) < g(k, P(@), (5.1) 
W)(x) d dk ~(4) for all xX, . (5.2) 
Assuming that (5.1) and (5.2) hold for m, we consider P’ = P; P,+l . 
Suppose that width(P,+J = 0. Then width(P’) = k. Since P,+l does not include 
any key statement, 
Pm+d4(4 = 44 for all x E X, . 
Thus, from (5.2), 
P’VX4 G dk, P(4) for all x fz X, . 
If the depth of P,,,+l is I, then 
Thus, 
time&) < g(k, p(n)) + (g(k P(W 
< g(k ~(n)~+l + I+ 1). 
Suppose that P,+1 is of the form 
loop x1 loop x2 . . - loop x1 do z +- y1 + * . . + ys end + -- end. 
Lets<2~,c>l.Then 
Thus, 
p’(d)@) < 22csW,~(n))‘+~ 
<g(k+ L2~*~(4~+~+2c+~+ I>, 
timed4 < dk p(n)> + W, ~(4))” 
< g(k, 2c . p(n)“” + 2c + I + 1) 
< g(k + 1,2c - pi+’ + 2c + I + 1). 
Thus (5.1) and (5.2) hold. 
57112011-2 
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LEMMA 5.4. If L E &z/8, then L can be accepted by a simple loop program of width k. 
Proof. Let R and Pi , 1 < i < k, be loop programs defined as follows: 
Pi = loop xi do xi+1 c x<+~ + xitl + 1 end, 
R = P, ; P2 ;.,.; Pk , 
If d(x,) = 71, then 
The remaining part of the proof is the same as that in Lemma 4.1. 
COROLLARY 5.5. L E 8x$” if and only if L is accepted by a simple loop program of 
width k. 
6. CONCLUSION 
We showed that if a loop program on SM satisfies the simpleness condition, then the 
computing time of the program is bounded by a polynomial function of its inputs and 
if a loop program on RAM satisfies the condition, then the computing time of the program 
is bounded by an exponential function of its inputs, whose degree can be effectively 
determined by the depth and the width of loop nesting respectively. We believe that 
these bounding functions are easy to find and give a very good estimate of the computing 
time of the simple loop program. Thus, if we use this language to solve the general 
problem, we can know the computing time before running. 
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